Defiance subwoofers deliver pure power, unleashed by clean, efficient amplification in a mix of six models. With app control and Anthem Room Correction (ARC®), you’ll have powerful, perfectly balanced bass at your fingertips. New Defiance subwoofers maximize everything. The output is massive, thanks to heavy-duty, internally-braced cabinets, and Active Ridge Technology (ART™) for maximum driver-exciursion.

**Defiance X15**

**August 2019**


“Paradigm has long understood the importance of subwoofers to modern sound systems and the impact that a good sub can have on the overall sound. The Defiance X15 continues Paradigm’s trend as one of the few major loudspeaker manufacturers who take subwoofers seriously.” – James Larson

**Defiance X15**

**March 2019**


“And the bass… oh man, that X15 bass. With the right music (dubstep for example) this system goes beyond offering a mere “listening” experience. It is a full-on, tangible, physical way to enjoy music.” – Mark Henninger

**Defiance X12**

**May 2019**


“The Defiance X12 subwoofer continues Paradigm’s long tradition of offering high-value powered subwoofers. It faces stiff competition from many manufacturers, including some that provide outstanding value through online sales, such as SVS and Hsu Research – but few of those subs, if any, offer a room-correction system as advanced as ARC, which makes the X12 stand out in a crowded field. The Paradigm Defiance X12 deserves serious consideration by anyone looking for a reasonably priced, high-quality subwoofer to complement a very capable two-channel or multichannel system.” – Roger Kanno
Defiance X15

February 2019

“There’s no lethargy here. No boom. No bloat. And a surprising lack of distortion. Those factors, combined with the X15’s colossal output above 40Hz, make it a beast to contend with.”

– Dennis Burger

Defiance X12

November 2018
http://bit.ly/2EOCe9P

“The Subwoofer Control App is one handy-dandy piece of software. It’s never been easier to control a subwoofer from your couch. Within the app, there is the ability to adjust all the sub settings – volume, low pass filter, phase, listening mode (movie, music, night), deep bass level, and room correction. The app is straightforward and easy to use and it connects automatically to the sub via Bluetooth. Every subwoofer should have this feature!”

– Stephen Hornbrook

Defiance X12

February 2019
http://bit.ly/2GcbU7m

“It won’t be hard to describe just how much the subwoofers added to the 700F’s sound quality. I can do it with one word: phenomenal.”

– Thomas J. Norton

Defiance X12 & V12

December 2018
http://bit.ly/2Fw1j6d

“The Defiance V12 is a fine affordable subwoofer for modest systems, but the X12 is a beastmaster of a 12” subwoofer that defies its moderate cabinet size to produce powerful bass that can punch you in the lungs.”

– James Larson

ReferenceHomeTheater

December 2018

[YouTube] Paradigm Defiance Subwoofers Overview

Defiance Series

December 2018

For a complete list of Persona reviews, please visit:
paradigm.com
Defiance X12

March 2019
http://bit.ly/2TxZ84U

“As a subwoofer, the Defiance X12’s performance defies its retail price. Its nearly ideal performance/value ratio for both music and movie watching, makes this subwoofer an instant Everything Audio Network Stellar Sound Award winner and an automatic nominee for Subwoofer of the Year 2019. Yes, it is that good.” – John Gatski

Defiance V12

May 2019
http://bit.ly/2Vu3bFV

“If your speaker budget tops out in the $2,000 range and you seek maximum bang for the buck, take note: Paradigm’s Monitor SE system delivers the home theater sound basics in a brilliant manner.” – Al Griffin

Defiance X10 & V10

December 2018

“The Defiance V series offers outstanding value and the muscular Defiance X series offers deeper, more powerful bass. Both series are greatly enhanced with the use of ARC and the easy to use Paradigm Subwoofer Control App. It is the easiest, most flexible bass tuning system I have ever used, and I hope other manufacturers will follow Paradigm’s lead.” – Jim Milton

Home Theater High Fidelity

[Translated from Swedish] “For us, the Paradigm Monitor / Atom with the Defiance V10 is a new reference here on the editorial board, in the category “best home cinema sound everyone can afford.”

Defiance V10

May 2019

“Being able to make adjustments of a single decibel or degree on the fly from my listening position while playing music was a godsend for system integration and optimization.” – Hans Wetzel

Defiance V12

September 2019
http://bit.ly/2lQ7vhM

“The Defiance V12 really did perform admirably, especially considering its price. I think just about any bass head who experienced what I did in my listening room would walk away satisfied and impressed – and the unsatisfied would be glad to know that I never got close to the maximum setting of the V12’s volume control.” – Diego Estan

Defiance V8

April 2019

“The Paradigm Defiance V8 Subwoofer strikes me as an excellent addition to a small- to mid-sized 2-channel system or a humdinger of a sub for a desktop computer music system. It will never clip or overdrive with its built-in soft-clip protection. With extension down to 28 Hz, it simply will not put out the lows needed for a kick-your-seat cinema system, like its bigger brothers in the Defiance Series. But at the price point, with moderate volumes and mainly music to deliver, the V8 is a steal of a deal of a subwoofer.” – Wayne Myers